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INT. CAFETERIA - DINNER

Tension fills the room, visible in the hunched shoulders of 
the crew leaning over their meal, Simon's body shoved up next 
to his dad, Gina's nervous scanning of the room.

David sits at one end of the table, by himself, head down, 
seemingly absorbed in his food.

DEK
Ghosts. I'm telling you. Someone 
was murdered on this ship and wants 
revenge.

SONG
All that talk yesterday. That's all 
it was. Set you off.

DEK
How can you say that? You were 
there! You saw it!

SONG
I saw nothing. I saw the light dim 
and that was all.

Dek looks to Pra for confirmation.

Pra shrugs his shoulders.

Captain Sauer enters the room and heads to the counter to be 
served.

Three rhythmic clangs, like someone swinging a sledgehammer 
against the bulkhead.

Rising howl of a hurricane-force wind.

Dek leaps to his feet as everyone else freezes.

DEK
Ghost! I told you!

Simon almost crawls into his father's lap.

SIMON
The Lord is my shepherd, I shall 
not...

WARREN
Shh, it's OK, buddy.

Captain Sauer arches an eyebrow at Dek, then turns to face 
the passengers' table.



CAPTAIN SAUER
Relax, everyone. It's just the 
normal sounds of an old ship at 
sea.

Dek and Pra exchange frightened glances.

Song looks reassured.

Simon tightens his grip on his father.

Gina's hand drops to the crucifix at her neck, which she 
fingers absently.

The light dims with the now-familiar electronic sizzle.

Behind the Captain, a black formless mass coalesces. The mass 
darkens, an unearthly black.

Dek backs away his arm rising to point a finger at the 
coalescing mass.

DEK
Gh-gh-ost!

The Captain is suddenly lifted off his feet as if shoved from 
behind by an enormous hand. He lands on his chest and slides 
across the room to smack into the wall, splitting an eyebrow.

The wind rises, a violent howl filling the room.

The light dims further as the everyone's breath fogs the 
room.

Dek's face contorts in fear. 

POV DEK: THE THAI GHOST ADVANCING

It is Krasue. The ghost leers at him, fangs showing. Its 
phophorescent glow pulses as it floats his way. 

DEK
Lord Buddha! Save us! 

BACK TO SCENE

David is rigid at his seat, eyes wide.

He reaches behind for his weapon. 
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POV DAVID: 

A grinning African child. Sweet and light. The child raises 
an AK 47, brings the muzzle to bear. The pupils of its eyes 
are slanted, reptilian. 

BACK TO SCENE

Gina has a hand on her crucifix, the other extended to ward 
off: 

POV GINA: 

A giant goat's head with massive horns.

GOAT HEAD
Killed her...

BACK TO SCENE

Gina's eyes roll back in her head and she slumps to the 
floor, unconscious.

With a loud snap! the lights are back at full power, the 
sound of wind disappears, and the passengers and crew are 
blinking at each other in the brightness.
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